
David Saulsbury 
	

8/28/93 
1220 MCCurley Ave., 
Catonsville, ND 21228 

Dear David, 

In today's mail. I got some pages from thelne4y issue of something that calls 

itself The Investigator. It has an interview with Livingstone. 

He is quite specific-in stating that two Baltimore policemen on "vacation" went to 

Dallas to investigate for him. 

There is no direct connetion in the interview between that and what he says that 

is in the coming book, ol which I've had two independent hearsy reports.:They make it 

consistent with the records ybu have seen. 

I think it is a fair interpretation that what was too bad for the publisher- and two 

who have seen the book to be published are shocked that such stiff can be-published 7  

Barry is going-to publish himself, in Baltimore. 

He calls that his fourth book and iefers to a fifth. 

I do not send ypu a copy not to involve ypu if ybu do not want to be involved but 

if you or your people want it, let me know and I'll seneit. 

If as I think I do I know Harry and the intensity and determination with which he 

is pursuing his insanity it is going to blow up at some point and it will then be too 

late-for anything that might be self-protection: 

If not before that fourth book, which from what he sive is close to ready to be 

panted, hgen it will be with Killing the Truth: For that you can be certain there will 

be extensive advertising and promotion. The promotions will have Harry touring and 

speaking and being on talk and other shows. To recover the costs of an initial 50,000+ 

hardback print, major efforts are required.. The fburth seems to me to be certain to 

causean x-Alosion in Baltimore. 

Harry heed not brag any more abput the Baltimore policemen worldng for him and 

as investigators for thacii-to be an attention-getter. ad-i7/ 	/Noe, ic;al /1-141- en,  lit-a7 

Harry has said that Richard was to his knowledge working for Lifton. I am expecting , 

that soca. I've been told about it and promised a copy. 

I have been and I intend- to continue to be Publicly silent and I've been too busy 

with other things to have said more than virtually. nothing in private. But I fear the 

time is not far off when I'll have no real choice but not to continue silent. 

I see Lit, had another batch for the boys si I'll emend that, too. 

Our best to you all, 

By the way, the normal spread from the 

beginning of manufacture to public sales is 

usually about three months with hardback books. Livingstone's Carroll & Graf book is to 
be out before the anniversary. That can indicate that manufacture is close if not begunlb 


